To start the discussion on "what is wrong with national literature departments", I first need to point out the double meaning of my title: What has gone wrong with the traditional national literature departments? That is the first meaning of my title. The other is: what is wrong with having national literature departments? Aren't they a necessary part of any university, of any education? To begin exploring these issues, we need to think for a moment about nation as a concept again. It was Hanna Arendt who noted, in Men in Dark Times, that to erase the distance "between men" is to erase the in-betweenness which makes for dialogue, and thus for world and humanity itself. Distance means borders, boundaries, but also objectification.
In L'absolu littéraire, Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy held that literature, criticism, theory and philosophy as we know them today (even as we refigure them) were largely put into place by the brothers Schlegel and their famous Jena circle. As David Simpson argues, in some respects "this attribution of an origin" is valid. Indeed, he adds, "Friedrich Schlegel's Critical Fragments and Athenaeum Fragments are ... histories of the postmodern by anticipation" (136). Romanticism, Simpson concludes, contains clues about "the residual determinations that are still in play around the postmodern" (137). I concur with this view, and would add that our departmental structures in today's academe are a remainder of this history. Therefore, I believe that a brief excursion into the early Romantics will prove useful here.
In his own age, Friedrich Schlegel writes, there was a revolution afoot; one that had already manifested itself in science (he means the new physics). But "revolution" is not an innocent term, and its political aspect must not be overlooked. Schlegel understands the Middle Ages as the time that gave birth to a national feeling in harmony with a concomitant, harmonious religious community. The nostalgia for the Middle Ages, its imagined happy unity of the Church in Rome and the notion of a medieval State, leads to a specific nineteenth-century political attitude (Haltung).
The birth of Romanticism, for the most part in Germany, also coincides with the birth of the modern nation state, the modern university and -significant in the context of this essay -with the founding of Comparative Literature (vergleichende Literaturwissenschaft) as a discipline. At the dawn of the nineteenth century, within the space of a few years, four major texts appeared that idealized the Middle Ages as a heavenly period of unity in Christendom, in close connection with an imagined "state-
